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850+ PRESS STORIES IN NEARLY 80 COUNTRIES 
It was really good news: 81.8% of English-language press was positive, just 12.4% negative 

188 COMMUNITY EVENTS IN 78 COUNTRIES 
Cakes! Edit-a-thons! Fondue illustrations! 

OVER 6.5 MM VISITS TO BIRTHDAY SITE IN FIRST WEEK
1.4 Million visits on birthday day alone 

98.2K UNIQUE HAPPY BIRTHDAY WISHES ON TWITTER  
Wikipedia was also the #1 Science & Technology trend on Facebook 
where over 1.9 Million people learned it was Wikipedia’s birthday 

1.9B IMPRESSIONS ON BANNERS IN 147 LANGUAGES 
The click through rate was 0.447%, 3x the Wikimedia benchmark!
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IN 2015, WE SET OUT TO
CELEBRATE A MILESTONE



Wikipedia, the world’s free encyclopedia, is 15 years old. 

Think about that: there have been 15 years of the Free 
Encyclopedia that anyone can edit. 28% of people alive today have 
never known a world without Wikipedia. 

So on January 15, 2016 we celebrated the progress made: 
the knowledge we’ve shared, the contributors that have made this 
possible, the readers who learn here, & the joy created everyday on 
Wikipedia. 

It is a moment of reflection and pride. 

THE 
MOMENT



RAISE AWARENESS & DRIVE APPRECIATION 
Raise awareness for the milestone and inspire appreciation for 
Wikipedia  

LET THE WORLD TELL THIS STORY  
Collect, engage, and curate user-generated content about 
Wikipedia from readers and editors to articulate this milestone

SUPPORT THE COMMUNITY 
• Amplify community efforts with collateral, coordination, 
training 
• Encourage communities to own the moment in their regions
• Support celebrations with material, programming,  guidance 

THE 
MISSION



“Knowledge is Joy”

Wikipedia at 15 is indispensable. We use it in every part of our daily lives. 
From looking up something you’re curious about, to settling a bar bet, to 
studying for a test, to planning a trip, to fact-checking a movie, to learning a 
skill. It's part of how we live now. 

And it's built by us, for us. We decide what's important. 

Your knowledge of the Cleveland Browns is just as important to add as 
someone else's knowledge of Emperor Penguins. It's the people's collection 
of knowledge. And it's up to us how we use it and what we add to it.

Why Joy? 

In 2014, the Wikimedia Foundation proclaimed that “Knowledge is a 
Foundation.” For 2015, we hope to show off the site’s fun, humor, and light-
heartedness. You know, the joy. 

THE
THEME



A Cherished Public Trust

We see an emerging divergence in Wikipedia brand and values awareness 
along generational and geographic lines.

1. People who knew a pre- or early Wikipedia internet (>25-30+) more 
readily identify positive brand characteristics (serendipity, free, 
independent, delight and wonder that it works and exists). 

2. Those who have come of age in Wikipedia’s relative mature period 
(<25) may see Wikipedia as quirky and a place for discovery. However, 
they also assign utility characteristics that weaken brand appreciation.

3. In nations coming online, users may not have referential awareness of 
how Wikipedia works or what makes it unique. Wikipedia is a utility, its 
function pragmatic.

No one cares about the gas or telephone company. Wikipedia should never 
be a utility. 

Wikipedia should be understood as a shared, cherished public trust. A national 
park. A public library. Owned by all. Beloved by most. Experienced uniquely 
by every human.

THE 
MOTIVE



OUR PROCESS



We ran workshops to discuss how people wanted to celebrate. 
We agreed that we wanted to share… 

Wikipedia appreciation, explaining and celebrating what is awesome

Sharing, and engaging with memes -- a hashtag, lists

Collecting videos or audio from around the world

Collecting stats and research for Wikimedia organizations to use, and 
support them with media advice

Creating a general model that would be useful for everyone, from WMF, to 
Chapters and Groups, to the media

STARTING WITH
COMMUNITY

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_15/Workshops


Instead of a single birthday logo, we developed dozens. 

We wanted to carry the great idea from Wikipedia 10: to make something 
flexible that could be localized by Wikimedians everywhere.

The Rabbit Hole t-shirt that Glenn Newcomer designed for the Wikipedia 
shop (on left) inspired a new set of marks.

Andy Davies of Mule Design came up with 40 examples of images that 
represent many aspects of knowledge in Wikipedia from around the world.

Then we wrote instructions to help anyone anywhere make their own 
Wikipedia 15 mark and share it with the world. Over 98 were added! 

We love the marks and plan to use them for a long time to come.

 

VISUALIZING
KNOWLEDGE

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_15/Material
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia15_Mark


VISUALIZING
KNOWLEDGE

To create consistency between community marks, we crafted 
a simple design system and shared it on Meta-Wiki.

We consciously selected freely available typefaces and common design 
elements that basic (and open source) graphics programs could easily create. 



Our birthday messages were open-ended questions designed 
to engage and inspire. How did we pick them? 

By testing. Over 3 different Sundays, we posted simple questions to 
Facebook looking for the ‘call to action’ that most widely engaged fans. 

● “What did you learn on Wikipedia today?” 
● “How do you use Wikipedia?” 
● “What does Wikipedia mean to you?” 

We led with questions, not answers, to reflect that Wikipedia is a movement 
defined by people, not a brand that speaks for itself.  

Measuring the engagement (actions taken by users such as likes and 
comments) it was clear that option #3 was the best way to get people 
involved in thinking about Wikipedia on it’s 15th Birthday. 

ASKING NOT
TELLING



CONNECTING
ACROSS MEDIA

Wikipedia users are spread across the web and the world, so 
we set out to engage folks on multiple channels.

● Banners announcing the milestone on Wikipedias in all languages
● Posts on official social media channels celebrating community 

stories, art, and events
● A microsite profiling the movement, its contributors, its history, and 

detailed approaches (e.g. the Endowment) for the future 
● Events across the world bringing communities together 
● Press engagement driving birthday coverage and created general 

public awareness for the milestone
● Birthday apparel available on the Wikipedia Shop 



Is Wikipedia 15 a day or a year-long celebration? We started 
with a launch week.

English Wikipedia was launched on January 15, 2001.

We know that was only the beginning of the story. January 15 was the start 
of the human experiment in collaboration that grew into many projects in 
many languages--built by volunteers and offered to the entire world for free.

The vision to share all knowledge with every person has inspired those 
hundreds of thousands of people for 15 years.

The celebration will last all year, and different communities will save their 
parties for the launch of their own projects. But there’s something nice 
about a 15th birthday on the 15th.

We will use the marks, and share the incredible information we’ve gathered 
over 11 more months.

TIMING THE
CELEBRATION



CAMPAIGN
OVERVIEW



PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT 
Comm. Consultation
Research August 3 - September 7 
Community Plans August 25 - November 9
Site Design September 21 -  November 2 
Site Development October 19 - January 11 
Social Media Content November 16 - January 11 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
Collaboration August 25 - September 28
Enablement September 25 - January 5

INFLUENCER, PARTNER, & PR OUTREACH 
Digital Partners September 21 - October 26
Influencers September 21 - January 4
Press November 16 - January 4

CAMPAIGN LAUNCH
BIRTHDAY!  January 15, 2016 

OUR 
TIMING



CELEBRATION WEEK 
Wikipedia.org Banners Reminders (1/9 - 1/12)

Announcement (1/15 - 1/20)
Press Launch Around Thursday 1/14 
Thought Leaders Begins Monday 1/11
Social Media Messaging Begins Monday 1/11 

USER LISTENING & ENGAGEMENT 
January 15 - March 15 (2 Months) 

REFLECTIONS ON BIRTHDAY EVENTS AROUND THE WORLD
Approximately February 1st

CONNECTION TO WIKIMANIA 
April 15 - May 21 (1 Month) 

OUR 
TIMING



COMMUNITY MESSAGING 
ComCom Email 12/14 
Affiliate Emails 12/18 
Chapter Calls 12/15 - 1/1 

CENTRAL NOTICE BANNERS 
Reminders 1/9 - 1/12 
Announcement 1/15 - 1/20 

PRESS 
Outreach Begins 12/15 
Follow-up 1/4 
Confirming 1/11 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Teasing 1/4 
Buzz Building 1/11 
Announce & Celebrate 1/15

MESSAGING
TIMELINE



COMMUNICATIONS
Project Lead. Coordinating 
Campaign PR, Social, 
Partner, & Event Planning

Contact: 
zmccune@wikimedia.org

OUR 
TEAM

COMMUNITY
Wikipedia lead. Ensuring 
Wikipedia community and 
tone are foundational

Contact: 
jalexander@wikimedia.org

ADVANCEMENT
Event + Donor lead. 
Driving donor presence in 
events and materials

Contact: 
cvirtue@wikimedia.org

MULE DESIGN
Creative & Tech Lead. 
Building all campaign brand 
materials and microsite.

Contact: mia@muledesign.
com

MINASSIAN
Press & Influencer Lead. 
Coordinating major editorial 
and talent connections. 

Contact: 
jove@minassianmedia.com

+ DECISIONS
Final vetting and approvals.

kmaher@wikimedia.org

hwalls@wikimedia.org

mailto:kmaher@wikimedia.org
mailto:kmaher@wikimedia.org


MEASURING 
THE IMPACT



MEASURING
AWARENESS
In December 2015, we set 5 
goals for understanding the 
reach and volume of 
Wikipedia 15 messages. 

Our goal was to place to 
Wikipedia at the top of the 
internet’s mind for a day. 

TOTAL PRESS COVERAGE & EARNED MEDIA 
○ 2 broadcast
○ 30+ print/digital general interest

CLICKS ON BANNERS 
○ WMF benchmark CTR: 0.15%

PAGEVIEWS ON MICROSITE
○ WMF benchmark 2.5 MM (CTR x impressions) 

REACH ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
○ Cumulative owned content reach 

■ Facebook goal: 1 Million users
■ Twitter goal: 250k users

VOLUME OF SOCIAL MEDIA MENTIONS
○ Examine spike in conversation around Wikipedia to 

assess increase awareness & discussion 



MEASURING
APPRECIATION
In December 2015, we set 3 
goals for understanding the 
appreciation earned from 
Wikipedia 15 messages. 

Our goal was to learn how 
people across the web reflect 
on our projects and mission. 

ENGAGEMENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
○ Total owned content engagements 

■ Facebook goal: 30k
■ Twitter goal: 5k 

USER COMMENT SENTIMENT 
○ Review common words and phrases in user messages to 

typify 

PRESS QUALITY & TONE  
○ Compare with Wikipedia 10, similar tech/non-profit 

milestone press coverage
■ Less than 15% negative
■ More than 40% on message



PRESS COVERAGE



45 BROADCASTS
850+ ARTICLES

campaign performance 

tv icon by felix peault - CC BY 3.0 US
news icon by joe harrison - CC BY 3.0 US

22.5x GOAL
28x GOAL

Working with ComCom leads around the world,  
Wikipedia’s 15th birthday was covered in a 
stunning breadth of media, far outpacing our 
goals of 2 broadcast stories, and 30 articles. 

There were articles published in 78 countries, led 
by 142 unique articles in the US, 124 in Germany, 
49 in Spain, and 43 in Russia. Coverage was also 
high in Egypt, India, Brazil, Mexico, and even 
China, where Wikimedia projects remain blocked. 

Pitching 40 “Top Tier” media targets, the 
communications team placed 39 stories in 23 
outlets, nearly equalling Google, eBay, and 
Amazon’s 15th anniversaries coverage combined 
(49 stories from 23 outlets).  



US
142

UK
41

ES
49

DE
124

RU
43

RS
33

BE
31

HU
31

FR
28

CN
21

IN
19

PL
16

EG
14

PRESS COVERAGE
850+ ARTICLES
IN 76 COUNTRIES

Map by Joe Sutherland, made with 
DataWrapper.de - MIT License





SELECT PRESS 
COVERAGE
Full list of 845 press stories 
available on Meta Wiki

Al Jazeera
Ars Technica 
Associated Press
BBC News
Blikk (HU)
CNN
Código Espagueti (MX)
Conversation The
Daily Mail
Daily Telegraph
De Tijd (BE)
Drum The
DW (DE)
Economist
El Español (ES)
El Mundo (ES)
FiveThirtyEight
Fortune
Frankfurter Allgemeine (DE)
The Guardian

Heise Online (DE)
Htxt (ZA)
Kristianstadsbladet (SV)
Le Monde (FR)
Motherboard
Pew Research Center
Quartz
Scientific American
Sky News
Sunnmørsposten (NO)
Svenska Dagbladet (SV)
TIME
Times of India (IN)
Times of Israel (IL)
Washington Post
Wired
Yahoo!
YNet (IL)
Yonhap News (KO)
ZD Net (DE)

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_15/Coverage


PRESS SENTIMENT



81.8% POSITIVE
12.4% NEGATIVE

campaign performance 

Profiling the quality and tone of English language 
coverage, Wikipedia 15 articles to were found to 
be remarkably positive. In fact, on-message 
coverage of the birthday easily surpassed
our goals of 40% positive coverage, with less 
than 15% negative or inaccurate coverage. 

These goals were consistent press objectives at 
Wikipedia’s 10th birthday in 2011. 

Negative coverage suggested Wikipedia is in 
decline, that it’s losing editors, and that the 
community is fraying. 

Positive coverage celebrated the milestone as a 
global achievement, a world-changing 
movement, and fundamental to the current 
web. 

2x GOAL
0.8x GOAL

tv icon by felix peault - CC BY 3.0 US
news icon by joe harrison - CC BY 3.0 US



PRESS 
SENTIMENT
Personally reviewing the 
English language press, the 
Communications team found 
an 81.8%  positive reaction to 
the milestone, with just 12.2% 
negative or inaccurate media 
coverage. 



“
NEGATIVE
COVERAGE

It will only thrive for another 15 years if that community can work 
cooperatively with the Wikimedia Foundation — and infighting doesn’t 
splinter the movement.

—Andrew Lih, Washington Post

...despite the heroic efforts of its moderators, Wikipedia isn't always 
accurate. From fake pirates to showering pigeons, it's fake stories have 
made several media outlets look very stupid

—Max Williams, GQ

The problem, most researchers and Wikipedia stewards seem to agree, 
is that the core community of Wikipedians are too hostile to newcomers, 
scaring them off with intractable guidelines and a general 
defensiveness. —Chris Wilson, TIME

[38 million articles] may sound expansive, but the site has come under 
criticism for not covering all subjects, regions or issues with equal 
depth.

—Tarek Bazley, Al Jazeera

Just 12.4% of press coverage 
was "negative". Tone focused 
on community diversity, 
movement vitality, reliability, 
and Foundation concerns.

Examples of negative press 
are included on the right: 



“
POSITIVE
COVERAGE

Interested in giving Wikipedia a birthday gift? Head over to the 
Wikimedia Foundation, the nonprofit organization that runs Wikipedia, 
and make a donation.

—Jason Abbruzzese, Mashable

It's hard to imagine a world before Wikipedia. Saviour of student 
deadlines everywhere and settler of endless pub arguments, Wikipedia 
is now a ubiquitous part of the online world.

—Emily Reynolds, Wired UK

We've learned one thing for sure—Wikipedia remains a good way to get 
a quick summary on just about any topic you can think of. Thankfully 
it's also a great way to find references to more reliable sources on said 
topic. —Ars Technica

If you want a modern wonder of the internet, look no further than 
Wikipedia, which turns 15 years old today. It's gigantic [...] and 
gigantically useful for those seeking a grounding in any topic.

—Charles Arthur, Daily Telegraph

Positive coverage was 
celebratory, focusing on the 
movement's longevity, as well 
as Wikipedia's reach and 
ubiquitous nature.

Examples of positive press are 
included on the right: 



BANNER PERFORMANCE



0.447% CLICK 
THRU RATE

campaign performance 

click icon by  Umut Büyükekmekci  
CC BY 3.0 US

Central Notice banners were used for 6 days 
across all Wikimedia projects. The two sentence 
message announced Wikipedia’s birthday and 
asked users “what Wikipedia means” to them. 
Launched at 0:30 UTC on January 15 and removed 
on January 21 11:59 UTC the messages were 
shown for 6 full days. In that time, the banners 
outperformed the Foundation 0.15% click 
through rate benchmark by nearly 3x. 

Banners were translated by community members 
into 143 languages, enabling a reach of more than 
1.9 billion impressions. 

There were 5 distinct creative approaches, 
featuring 5 logos on 5 different color patterns, 
which were rotated randomly for visitors.  
Banners were capped at 10 impressions per user. 

2.9x GOAL

https://thenounproject.com/umutbuyukekmekci


BANNER 
DESIGNS
Featuring Wikipedia 15 icons 
and the vibrant color palette 
of 15.wikipedia.org, the 
banners were designed to 
reflect the joy of the birthday



BANNER 
TRANSLATION
Banner copy was finalized 
more than 2 weeks in advance, 
allowing  the community ample 
time to contribute 143 
language translations. 

Two translations, Russian and 
Chinese, were shown on CNN 
during Jimmy’s interview



A FEW MORE 
TRANSLATIONS
There were 143 in total, and you 
can find them all on Meta-Wiki. 

Tell us what Wikipedia means to you.
說一說維基百科對你的意義吧。

Esaguzu zer den Wikipedia zuretzat.
हामीलाई भ नुहोस ् व कपी डयाले तपा को जीवनमा के अथ रा छ।
Dicez a ni qua Wikipedio signifikas a vu.
ಮ ೆ ೕ ಯ ಅಂದ ೇನು ಎಂದು ನಮ ೆ .

Innis dhuinn dé tha Wikipedia a' ciallachadh dhutsa.
გვითხარით, რას ნიშნავს თქვენთვის ვიკიპედია.
당신에게 위키백과란 무엇인가요?
Erzähl uns, was Wikipedia für dich bedeutet.
Википедия празднует пятнадцатый День рождения!
Πείτε μας τι σημαίνει η Βικιπαίδεια για σας.
Պատմեք մեզ, թե ինչ է Վիքիպեդիան ձեզ համար։
ଆପଣଙକ୍ ଜୀବନେର ଉଇକିପିଡ଼ିଆ କଣ ଆମକୁ ଜଣାନତ୍ୁ ।
Cuéntanos lo que Wikipedia significa para ti.
บอกเราสิ สําหรับคุณวิกิพีเดียหมายถึงอะไร
Na tregoni se çfarë nënkupton Wikipedia për ju.

https://meta.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:MessageGroupStats&group=Centralnotice-tgroup-WP15BannerTranslations


ON CLICK  
THRU RATES 
Following learnings from 
Advancement and Community 
Enablement campaigns, 
Wikipedia 15 click through rates 
(CTR) were reviewed hourly.

The peak hourly CTR was 1.24% 
on the launch day, while the 
campaign average 0.44%. 

Previous efforts averaged 0.15% 
which was used as benchmark. 



COMMUNITY EVENTS



188 EVENTS IN 
78 COUNTRIES

from January 15 - 21

cake icon by Erich Grois - CC BY 3.0 US

Enabling Wikimedians around the world to 
celebrate the 15th birthday was a priority. We set 
out to ensure parties could happen all over the 
world, empowered by design assets, messaging 
guidelines, and coordinated timelines.  

India led the world in Wikipedia 15 events with 19, 
followed by 14 in Italy, 12 in the US, 8 in Germany, 
and 7 in France.  Nearly all events took place on 
Friday, January 15th. 

While there were a reported 470 events for 
Wikipedia’s 10th birthday, but the lists have not 
been de-duped so the total may be much lower. 
There was no event benchmark set for Wikipedia 
15. Instead, support was offered across groups 
looking to celebrate. 

+42 CAKES



MOST EVENTS
PER COUNTRY
India led the Wikimedia world in 
events with 19 total. Italy 
followed with 14, the US held 12, 
Germany hosted 8, and France 
held 7.  The majority of these 
events were held on Wikipedia 
Day proper (Friday Jan. 15) with 
a few edit-a-thons held on the 
subsequent Saturday (Jan. 16).

graph by joe sutherland - cc by 3.0



180 events in 78 
countries, plus 8 
online-only events



42+ cakes made and shared 
to Wikimedia Commons!



BIRTHDAY SITE 
ENGAGEMENT



6.5 MM+ 
PAGE VIEWS

1st week performance

The Wikipedia 15 birthday site was one-part 
Annual Report, and one-part milestone microsite. 
It collects 16 stories of Wikimedians, facts from 15 
years of Wikipedia, and offers visitors a way to 
share their thoughts on Wikipedia means to them. 
It also contained 2015 Financials for the 
Foundation, a donor list, and an announcement 
page for the Wikipedia Endowment. 

In just 6 days, the site collected over 6.5 Million 
page views, 3x more than the 2.5 Million page 
view benchmark. 

66% of visitors came from mobile devices, and 
average time on site was 39 seconds. About 47% 
of visitors stayed longer than 1 minute and after 
the home screen, the “History” page was most 
popular. 

2.6x GOAL 



SITE CONTENT 
15.wikipedia.org collects 16 stories 
of Wikimedians, facts from 15 
years of Wikipedia, and offers 
visitors a way to share their 
thoughts on Wikipedia means to 
them. It also contained 2015 
Financials for the Foundation, a 
donor list, and an announcement 
page for the Wikipedia 
Endowment. 

Animated on the top of the screen 
are a series of Wikipedia 15 icons 
and the phrase “Knowledge is 
Joy” in multiple languages. 



16 STORIES OF
WIKIMEDIANS 
With stories from South Africa, 
Japan, Argentina, France, 
Armenia, Italy, and 8 other 
countries, the Wikimedians 
showcased on the microsite 
profiled individuals who show 
the range of movement.

Like Kitamura  Sae in Tokyo.



VISITOR
ENGAGEMENT
Visitors spent an average of 39 
seconds on 15.wikipedia.org

47.5% spent more than a minute 
on site, and most often visited the 
“History” page (top right). 

Of the “People” pages,  the 
Wikimedia Foundation's story 
was by far the most read (18,880 
views), followed by Paulina 
Sanchez (7,851), Bobby 
Shabangu (6,917) and Susanna 
Mkrtchyan (6,022).

18.8k
VIEWS

7.8k
VIEWS

6.9k
VIEWS

6k
VIEWS

80k VIEWS



TRAFFIC 
SOURCES
Most traffic to 15.wikipedia.
org came from mobile 
devices, with mobile Safari 
and Chrome topping the most 
common browsers. 



TRAFFIC 
ORIGINS
Birthday site visits came from 
170 countries led by the US with 
1.78 million visits in launch 
week. It was followed by the 
UK, Russia, Germany, and 
France. 

Users visited from 114 unique 
language groups topped by 
English with 43.4% of traffic. 
Spanish, Russian, German, and 
French followed. 

Map by Joe Sutherland, made with 
DataWrapper.de - MIT License



SOCIAL MEDIA REACH



3.5 MILLION   
ON FACEBOOK 

432,000+ ON
TWITTER

social media
campaign reach

Social media reach drove scale and personalization 
for the Wikipedia 15 campaign. In 6 days, Wikipedia’
s own social content reached  3.5 Million fans on 
Facebook and 432,000 on Twitter surpassing our 
benchmarks of reaching 1 Million fans on 
Facebook and 250,000 on Twitter.  

These goals were set from Wikipedia social content’
s maximum reach ever achieved, so we were 
consciously looking to set new reach records.

On Facebook, one post reached almost 2 million 
fans, approximate 39% of our total global following.

On Twitter, our campaign reach was 23% greater 
than our entire following, and resulted in our most 
seen tweet ever with 430k impressions. 

3.5x GOAL

 
1.7x GOAL



REACH ON 
FACEBOOK
Starting on January 3rd, 14 
Facebook posts were published 
discussing Wikipedia’s 15th 
Birthday. Messages ranged 
from mystery squares that 
added up to 15 (posted 
January 9th) to a full album of 
Wikipedia 15 marks (posted on 
January 15th).  

Aggregate reach of all posts: 
over 3.5 million views. 



REACH ON 
FACEBOOK
On January 15th alone, 
Wikipedia Facebook posts 
reached 1.91 million users.

 This represents a reach spike 
of more than 2.2x the next best 
daily reach (8.42k on January 
3rd) when we first began 
posting about Wikipedia 15. 

source: Facebook insights, Febuary 18, 2016



REACH ON 
TWITTER 
Beginning January 3rd, 
@Wikipedia shared 24 tweets 
discussing Wikipedia’s 15th 
Birthday. 

Messages began with a series 
of facts + Wikipedia 15 
illustrations (12 total) and 
progressed to a birthday 
announcement that became 
our most seen tweet ever 
(430k impressions). 



SOCIAL MEDIA BUZZ



98,213 TWITTER 
MENTIONS

social media 
campaign buzz

What does Wikipedia mean to you? That’s the 
question we posed across 143 languages on 
Birthday banners, and on the Birthday site, and on 
our social media accounts. 

98,000 people responded on Twitter. 

They used #Wikipedia15 to connect their stories to 
thousands of others across the world. On our 
birthday alone, there were over 75,000 messages 
shared, answering the question above and wishing 
Wikipedia a happy birthday.

We set out to earn 25,000 total tweets, and were 
honored to received 3.9x more. 

What did people most say Wikipedia meant?  
Knowledge, information, source,  & world. 

3.9x GOAL

twitter icon by Gracelle Mesina - CC BY 3.0 US
hashtag icon by Gracelle Mesina - CC BY 3.0 US



GLOBAL
APPRECIATION
Over the 6 days that Birthday 
Banners ran atop Wikipedia, 
we received 98,213 tweets. 

Many came directly from the 
birthday site, where an 
interactive dialog box 
allowed users to quickly 
compose a tweet and append 
15.wikipedia.org + 
#wikipedia15 to the message.

Here are just 5 tweets, 
received in just 1 hour, 6 days 
after the birthday 
announcement. 



INSTITUTIONS
& INFLUENCERS
Internet pioneers, media 
moguls, and world-class 
museums (such as the 
Metropolitan Museum in New 
York City and the British 
Museum in London) joined the 
general public to wish 
Wikipedia a happy birthday. 



ANALYZING 
THE MESSAGES
Sampling 2,500 of the 98,213 tweets 
revealed a series of common 
phrases. These are words most 
associated with Wikipedia by 
Twitter users at this moment. 
Gratitude and well-wishes aside, 
there is a clear definition of 
meaning for the Wikipedia 
movement: 

knowledge, Information, source, 
and world were the the 4 most 
common words.

birthday
need
free
love
thanks
every
means
anything

everything
like
years
best
most
one
first
happy

knowledge
information
source
world
thank
life
about
know

new
always
internet
friend
time
more
much
place

(note: the graph does not  include articles or prepositions) 



SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT



242,000 
FACEBOOK 
ENGAGEMENTS

7,900 
TWITTER
ENGAGEMENTS

campaign performance

Engagements on Wikipedia 15 social media posts 
demonstrate public support and appreciation for the 
milestone. Benchmarks were set from our top 
Facebook and Twitter content engagements in 2015, 
and were surpassed by 8.1x and 1.5x respectively. 

On Facebook, we set a goal of 30,000 likes, 
comments, shares, and image clicks. 

On Twitter we aimed to generate 5,000 retweets, 
likes, or replies.  

On Facebook, our Happy Birthday post received 87.6
k likes and 2.9k comments alone as Wikipedia 
became the top “tech & science” trend for the day. 

8.1x GOAL

1.5x GOAL

like con by Gracelle Mesina - CC BY 3.0 US
heart icon by Black Pattern - CC BY 3.0 US



TWITTER 
ENGAGEMENTS
From January 3rd on, 
@Wikipedia received more 
than 7,900 retweets, replies, 
likes and comments on 
Wikipedia 15 content. 

On the birthday alone, there 
were more than 3,000 twitter 
engagements (see right), totals 
which only increased over the 
full month (see tweet). 

1.5K 
RETWEETS

1.1K 
LIKES

316
REPLIES

1.1K
LINK CLICKS

Birthday Performance



FACEBOOK
ENGAGEMENTS
From January 3rd on, 
Wikipedia 15 Facebook posts 
received more than 242,000 
likes, comments, clicks, and 
shares.

On the birthday alone, there 
were more than 150,000 
engagements, and we were the 
#1 Trend on Facebook Science 
& Technology (top). 



BLOG ENGAGEMENT



BLOG 
ENGAGEMENT 
4 stories were published on the 
Wikipedia blog for the 15th 
birthday and drove engagement 
with 20,000, 2,929, 2,407, and 
1,113 reads respectively in their 
first seven days.

A blog post on the English 
Wikipedia's most-edited articles 
was picked up by more than 160 
publications.

80k VIEWS

3.3k READS 2.9k READS

20k READS 1.2k READS



BLOG 
ENGAGEMENT 
With over 20,000 views, Ed 
Erhart & Jeff Elder’s January 
14th post on the Wikimedia blog 
is the most read story of 2016. 

The post was also critical to 
Wikipedia’s birthday press 
coverage, with 81 media outlets 
republishing or referencing it.

80k VIEWS

19.5k READS



THANKS! 
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WIKIPEDIA15 
APPAREL 
On January 15th, the Wikipedia 
Store released 6 new t-shirts with 
Wikipedia 15 marks, to honor the 
movement’s anniversary. 

The shirts were priced at $25 
USD.

80k VIEWS


